Technology makes everything accessible may it be news, movies, any sort of videos, information about anyone
(friends, relatives, acquaintance even celebrities), variety of games, books etc. the infinite availability of
information makes our minds greedy for more. Studies show us how technology has overcome our daily
routine especially our leisure time.
But Studies also show us how irreplaceable rest is for us:
•
Restores your energy
•
Repairs your body
•
Improves your focus
•
Improves your mood
•
Increases your creativity

Rest and relaxation reduce stress and
improves overall health. An active mind
gets tired just like an active body.
Including time to quiet your thoughts
and letting your mind rest is part of the
healing process. Consider the time for
rest as part of the things that you need to
complete. Watching video after video or
immersing yourself in an interesting
game does not mean giving time for self.
Denying sleep over checking internet is
harming yourself. Make sure you give
enough time to rejuvenate yourself.

MARCH!!
Despite it being the month of examinations, The Oxford School witnessed events such as TISCO (acronym
for Technologically Innovative Sustainable Creations of Oxfordians) event 2021 for primary.
The student council donned many caps of achievements by successfully conducting events such as the Science
Seminars for years 10-13, the free write day competition; just to name a few. These events displayed immense
magnitudes of leadership and a sense of collaborative nature within our highly capable council who seem to
have a hunger for opportunities.
As your heads and the face of the student body, we want you to know, we are proud of you. We are proud of
your efforts and your teamwork qualities. As exams just got over, we would like to remind the student body
to relax and prioritize their mental well-being. Remember a happy mind leads to a happy body.
Lastly, we implore you to try. Try your hardest and give everything your all. Continue sowing the seeds of
Oxfordian legacy and keep that burning passion alight.
We hope to see you soon!
Thank you and stay safe!

Pi Day is an annual celebration of the mathematical constant π (pi). Pi Day is observed on March 14 (3/14 in
the month/day date format) since 3, 1, and 4 are the first three significant digits of π. We like to celebrate Pi
Day with making and eating a yummy pie and making pi crafts. This super cute and simple pi craft is perfect
for celebrating pi day with kids.
Foundation stage students were provided the opportunity to celebrate the pi day, making different craft with
paints during the circle time.

The investigation day on plants are full of colours! What makes the flowers and leaves in plants so colourful?
Our little explorers decided to see if we could get the pigments in the leaves to separate through investigation
and exploration. They took a closer look at the colours found inside different parts of a plant

We at The Oxford School celebrated insect day on 18th March 2021 and learnt about many insects. Kids
enjoyed while making and learning about different insects. They learnt that insects can hop, crawl, fly
and sometimes even change their forms and also the sounds of insects. The session ended with children
taking photographs with their favourite insects.

Our little Oxfordian’s celebrated Mother’s Day to honour the mother of their family. We all know that
mothers are the centre source of strength of any home. They are the ones who ‘make it all happen ‘with their
grace and goodness of the position they hold in the lives of their children.
Students enjoyed making a card for their Mom and able to show how much they love their Mom.

We invited experienced educators, counsellors, physical trainers, and beauticians to enrich our dearest moms
as we at TOS believe that the moms to our FS students only deserve the best. Our Moms
at school were so excited and felt rejuvenated and rejoiced. We promise you even more, every time, coz’
you are worth it!!!

Year 1 Jade presented an assembly about “Unity in diversity “on 25th March 2021. All the learners of years 1
and 2 attended it.
Thought of the day” Unity in Diversity” was delivered by Melissa. Unity in diversity is a phrase that signifies
the unity among people with diverse cultural, religious beliefs, social status, and other demographic
differences. UAE is a country where it is very clear to see unity in diversity because people of many religions,
race, cultures and traditions live together.
Students from 1 JADE, drew the attention of the viewers with their traditional costumes through which they
portrayed the lifestyle of their country. Students learned though they are from different culture, different
country they are united in The Oxford school, Dubai. It was a great learning experience for all.

The Oxford School Dubai is place of integrity and honesty. This can be emulated among the students and
teachers who continue to hold great importance to the practice of these values. Integrity and Honesty always
go hand in hand. Integrity is the practice of being honest and showing a consistent and uncompromising
adherence to strong moral and ethical principles and values. The importance of showing honesty even if no
one is looking shows how high the moral standard a person has. We should continue to practice this value
especially during times like this, where students are tested of their integrity and honesty at home.
During our assembly on March 11, 2021, we at KS1 shared the importance of honesty and
integrity by showing values and performed a song about integrity. We were able to convey the message
of how one is responsible for everything he says and does, and how actions and words should always be
consistent with each other.

Conducted on: 9th March 2021.
Venue: Assembly Group 5-6
Audience: Year 5-6
On 9th March 2021, Year 5 students presented an assembly on the theme, ‘E-Safety’. The assembly
highlighted the important points to keep yourself safe online. Students shared their thoughts with the help of
a role plays which explained the meaning of being SMART online.

Students of Year 3C presented an assembly on International Mother language Day. The basic purpose of this
assembly was to signify the importance of mother language awareness in our nature, that can bring big positive
change in the world which leads to the peaceful life. Students could clearly convey history about International
mother language day.

Students of Year 3D conducted Digital Citizenship assembly on 10th March in which they highlighted the
importance of being a good and responsible digital citizen. A short video was played which portrayed Rings
of Responsibilities of digital citizens. Later the students explained through discussion how do good digital
citizens take responsibility for themselves, their communities, and their world.

Students of Year 3 & 4 followed activities to promote French and Urdu languages during Circle time. Students
were able to explain the importance of learning different languages. Below are a few glimpses of
our students’ activities.

To highlight the importance of Information and Technology, various activities were conducted
during ICT week. It included Digital Poster making contest, creating design of an interactive game, designing
Future House/School, illustrating various processes that take place inside the Internet, E-Safety quiz, Media
Balance Survey and Digital Wellbeing Survey.

Student Led Conference was held on March 24, 2021 wherein all
KS1 students participated. During student-led conference,
teachers and parents were the spectators as students reviewed and
explained what they learnt in Term 2 using different resources
like charts, real plants, ppt slides board and others.
Students were the ones to explain what they learnt in each subject.
The lovely expressions on the parents' faces were clearly
visible as they heard their wards and realized they are learning!
Parents love this method and learn more about what children are learning as children explain each subject
and how they arrived at the grades that they have earned. The parents really liked it because it gave them an
opportunity to see their child's work and the student explaining what he or she learnt from an assignment and
taking responsibility for the score he or she achieved. The need is to understand that they are in control of
their own efforts to learn the concepts. This also makes the students accept personal responsibilities for their
academic performance and learn about the process of self-evaluation. They develop organizational and oral
communication skills.

SLC meeting for 3B was held on 22nd March 2021 from 8:40 am to 11:10am. All students shared their learning
journey in Term 1 and Term 2. Most of the students’ favorite subjects is Art, Math, Science and English, they
are much excited to Learn and speak French.
Students said that they enjoy doing different activities in circle time and the best meeting is the communication
meeting as they get chance to talk to their friends and get to know each other.
Parents Participation: Noor, Ramiz. Samuel, Jann, Ramiz, Mooaz, Moez, Zoya, Mustafa.

SLC 3B

In year 3D the SLC was conducted on 21st and 22nd of March 2021. The students ran the whole show. On
the first day Seyyad Iyyad started the meeting by welcoming everyone and on the second day Ghanem Hamed
did the welcome speech. After that students introduced their parents and reflected on their learning. They
reflected on the things they are proud of, the things they found challenging and their goals for the next term.
At the end of conference Zainab Rayees and Anabia Akram thanked the parents for attending the meeting.
A link was shared with the parents for giving their feedback.
The parents of the following students attended the meeting: Ali Saumar, Fathima Siraj, Ghanem Hamad,
Mehek Fathima, Muhammad Atif, Remas Mahmoud, Seyyad Iyyad, Zainab Rayees.

SLC -3D

Theme: Honesty and Integrity Towards New Normal Technology
Conducted on: 8th March 2021
Venue: Meeting Group 10-13
Audience: Year 7-9
On the 8th day of March 2021, The Department of IT and Computing ( Students of the Robotics and
innovation club) presented an assembly on the theme, ‘Honesty and Integrity Towards New Normal
Technology’. The Assembly highlighted the importance of Honesty and Integrity while most of the students
are in the New Normal Learning environment. Students were enlightened on how to practice Honesty and
Integrity while doing their assigned schoolwork such as assignments, quizzes, and assessments.

The French assembly for year 7,8 and 9 was held on March 15th, 2021 and the topic was “The international
day of French language.” The assembly was hosted by Saarah Motassim of Year 9G.
It started with Quranic recitation by Anwar Ali of year 9B1 followed with the English translation by Maryam
Batool and the French translation by Fayrouz Ahmed of year 8G. A group of the year 8, 9 girls after telling us
the meaning of the word ‘Francophonie’ and the history of the French language, interviewed their fellow mates
on the purpose of learning French. The interview went well as each student was able to express themselves
adequately in French. This interview portrayed how well they can communicate in French.
The assembly was concluded with a video that showcased the oral skills of the students. The assembly
showcased each student’s individual prowess regarding the French language.

March, being the month of honesty and integrity had witnessed a lot of activities in the secondary section,
conducted by IT and Computing department. It included the signing of cyber agreement, creating digital
Posters on being safe online, Safety quiz and digital well-being survey.

.

Alors que le soleil se couche et que la lune apparait
Quand des créatures meurent et que d’autres naissent
Tout comme un risque que nous prenons pour nous
Souvenir de nos ancêtres
Malgré notre détermination et la force de nos cœurs,
Nos armes demeurent faibles
Un jour nous vivrons dans la paix et dans l’amour
La guerre est passée i
Maintenant nous regardons vers le futur
Nous regardons vers une nouvelle ére
Abdelrahman Osama 9B1

Le rêve
Parfois les rêves ne se réalisent pas
Nous n’arrivons pas à les réaliser
Même pris par les problémes de la vie
N’abandonne jamais tes rêves
Suivez-les jour aprés jour
Ne perdez jamais de vue vos objectifs
Même en voyageant sur l’autoroute de la vie
Rêve, même si le monde te dit non !
Car le rêve vous fait réaliser ce qui parait irrealisable
Rêve ma chére car qui ne rêve de rien n’a rien
L’avenir appartient à ceux qui croient à la beauté de leur rêve
Alors dessinez vos rêves à la couleur de votre imagination
Asma Motassim

Date: 10/03/2021
Conducted by: Genex Imperial, Incusion Department
Speakers: Lana Alblooshi (Counselling Therapist, Mental health Coach)
Aqsa Shahid (Counselling Therapist, Mental health Coach)
Attendees: 8, 9 and 10 girls and the Class Teachers
Ms. Rachel gave the brief introduction to the speakers and handed over to them. MS. Lana explained how
brain functions during adolescence and how it becomes hard for adolescents to maintain their mental as well
as their physical wellbeing.
Different kinds of emotions and their physical effects were explained through a video, which had a social
experiment with cross culture students explaining about how they felt physically when they
went through certain emotions. Ms. Aqsa gave various practical tips for Stress management.
Girls from 8, 9 and 10 participated in the Q and A session. Both Ms. Lana and Ms. Aqsa answered the
questions.

Our young Oxfordian innovators had dreams
that touch the sky, and no boundaries stop them
from achieving it!!
To achieve this dreams TOS organized a
humongous
event
named
TISCO
(Technologically
Innovative
Sustainable
Creations for Oxfordians) on 18th March 2021.
The platform to showcase their technological
and scientific skills virtually, was set ablaze with
this mega event that took off with great
excitement and energy.
Our students were thrilled and delighted for this opportunity and they presented some amazing projects. Some
students even used this platform for showcasing their musical talents. It was a student lead show which
received a lot of admiration and commendations.
The students from FS until year 6 showcased their thoughts, ideas, and visions in the form of projects that had
all the criteria’s of TISCO kept in mind to give wings to their dreams of innovation in process. The event was
graced by the presence of the guest of honour, Principal Ms. Susan Varghese of The Indian Academy, who
gave the audience her encouraging message and motivated our students to showcase their performance with
confidence. Our Principal Ms. Deepa Vinod embraced the students and performers and gave the team TISCO
a grand inspiring speech. The Primary head Ms. Sapna Krishnan, and Section heads and learning coaches of
the departments were pillars of strength, who set the expectations of Gen-Z through TISCO.
Our TISCO champs left the audience in awe and speechless as they showcased their creations. The students
showed off their projects like flying car, magic bridge of colour, bouncing eggs, natural ph indicator
experiment, waving gloves, brushing robot etc.
It was indeed a proud moment for all the participants and their parents who contributed along with their TISCO
champs’ teachers to make this event indeed a completely students led event. It was indeed a grand success as
a soaring exercise of human imagination was put into productive action. Kudos! team Oxford School Dubai.

.

A virtual CPD for teachers was conducted subject wise on 18th March 2021. The commerce department had
a session on KHDA framework. While the Art department had a session on Zen tangle activities that encourage
mindfulness and relaxation.
French department conducted a Hinge questioning session, while Urdu department concentrated on objective,
outcomes and Success criteria.

